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Abstract 

The Road Transport Suicide Prevention (RTSP) project was collaboratively delivered by the National 
Road Safety Partnership Program and Austroads. Suicides on the road system are relatively rare but, 
like all road trauma, have significant impacts on the system and other road users. Road traffic suicides 
are particularly problematic for the heavy vehicle industry with drivers placed at risk of death, injury, 
and trauma. The distress impacts many people, including drivers of other vehicles, passengers, first 
responders, witnesses and bereaved family members. The purpose of RTSP was to investigate and 
understand the scope of suicide in road transport and seek to reduce its impact. The project was 
delivered in four streams and made multiple recommendations, with safe language as a foundational 
component. Due to the sensitivity of the topic, communications was identified as a crucial element. 
Whilst focused on suicide, what emerged could be applied to road trauma more generally. 
 
Background 

The project encompassed any suicide within the road system and those using it. It considered how 
suicides by road transport impact workers (including drivers and first responders) and family, and 
how incidents are measured, reported and communicated. Post-crash care for those affected is an 
important factor and was also explored. 
The project followed an analysis of suicide data (provided by Toll Group). This data included 19 
incidents reported between 2008 and 2016, reflecting a pattern of the company’s operations yet not 
necessarily representative of other suicide data. This research was shared with the NRSPP Steering 
Committee (on which the company sits) and following the presentation, a National Working Group 
was formed and Austroads committed to providing exploratory funding to identify a path forward to 
better understand the issue. The outcome of the exploratory research was the formation of the RTSP. 
 
Project Delivery 

Considering suicide’s complexity and emotional impact on communities, an interdisciplinary 
approach to this issue was followed, four streams, each with a specific topic, were defined and 
completed by an expert group. 

• Stream 1: Communications and Language – development of evidence-based guidelines.  
• Stream 2: Data – identification and analysis of available data sources to understand the problem, 

trends and optimal identification, classification, collection and reporting. 
• Stream 3: Interventions – reviewing past and current efforts, their effectiveness and 

transferability. 

• Stream 4: Research: 
– impact of road transport suicide on third parties;  

– barriers to interventions in relation to road transport suicide; and  
– funding for University of Melbourne National Health and Medical Research Council project 

exploring interventions to suicide in public places. 
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Results 

It was found that suicide remains a significant issue in the transport system, as in the wider 
community. It is suggested that suicide be considered a type of road trauma, and transport and safety 
initiatives. This would involve collaboration between various sectors to develop strategies and 
processes to better inform identification and recognition of the issue, and system approaches to reduce 
road transport suicide. Strategies and initiatives identified within this project aim to reduce suicide at 
a broad level. Future directions could aim to adopt a more tailored approach to the transport sector.  

It was also found that communication plays an important role in suicide prevention. Studies from a 
range of disciplines show evidence for various types of communication about suicide to have an 
impact on suicidal behaviours, such as suicidal ideation, attempts and deaths. While the effectiveness 
of specific communication types may be difficult to measure, each of these interventions has the 
potential to contribute to a reduction of road transport related suicidal behaviour. Equally, by creating 
what is known as ’safe language’ around communications, additional future benefits could apply to 
road trauma reporting.  

Closing 

Suicide runs counter to the philosophy of Safe System. As achieving a true vision zero approach 
requires understanding all fatalities and serious injuries that occur within the road transport system, 
it is also necessary to address those classified as suicides. To prepare for tomorrow, today’s problems 
must be understood and underpinned by appropriate data.  


